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a b s t r a c t 

Bemis-Murcko scaffolding [1] is a powerful tool for com- 

pound clustering and subsequent analysis. Here, using 

ChEMBL database [2] and RDKit library [3] , we have com- 

piled the dataset of known small molecule drugs, their 

molecular scaffolds and associated medical indications aug- 

mented with the interactive interface. We present these data, 

which can be used by medicinal chemists to find most 

promising scaffolds f or their t asks using an interactive vi- 

sualization that can help to evaluate both the diversity of 

known drugs and pharmacological promiscuity of each par- 

ticular scaffold visually. Our scripts, that are freely available, 

can help to carry out such scaffold-based analysis and to vi- 

sualize a compound library in a similar way. 
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pecifications Table 

Subject Drug Discovery 

Specific subject area Analysis of known drugs, clustering by Bemis-Murcko scaffolding, chemical 

structure visualization, analysis of known drugs’ indication and their relation 

to chemical structure. 

Data format Analyzed, Filtered, Visualised. 

Type of data TSV Tables, JSON, Images 

Data collection Data on approved organic small molecule drugs administered orally or 

parenterally, excluding any pro-drugs, were extracted from the MySQL ChEMBL 

of version 33 [2] using PyMySQL Python package. Scaffolds of the extracted 

drugs and their images were obtained using the RDKit Python package [3] . The 

final image was composed using Inkscape graphics editor. 

Data source location Institute of Biomedical Chemistry, Pogodinskaya Street, 10 119,121, Moscow, 

Russia 

Data accessibility Repository name: GitHub 

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.10912740 

Direct URL to data: 

https://github.com/RSF-23–73–01058/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs 

https://rsf-23–73–01058.github.io/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs/ 

Instructions for accessing these data: 

The data are available through public GitHub 

repository: https://github.com/RSF-23–73–01058/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs 

Also, the data could be accessed and analyzed using interactive interface: 

https://rsf-23–73–01058.github.io/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs/ 

. Value of the Data 

• These data can help to understand both pharmacological promiscuity of the drugs associated

with a particular scaffold and diversity of structures of drugs associated with a particular

indication. Also, the data can help to perceive the diversity of known drugs in general. 

• Computational medicinal chemists can use the data to find the most promising structural

scaffolds f or their t asks. Pharmacologist s could use these dat a to illustrate the diversity of

drugs that are associated with particular medical indications. 

• We provide filtered data on known drugs that can be used for a different analysis of the

space of by far known drugs. Also, the data on scaffolds of known drugs can be used in

computational drug discovery. Last but not least, we provide an example of using an image

as an interactive element of the user experience design, so other researchers can depict the

diversity of a compound library using a similar approach. 

. Background 

The concept of Bemis-Murcko scaffolds [1] has firmly established itself among the chem-

nformatics tools [4] . Nowadays, it is used for many tasks such as assessing the diversity of

hemical libraries [5] and search and generation of chemical structures with the desired prop-

rties and certain degree of novelty [ 6 , 7 ]. This motivated us to create a dataset containing scaf-

olds of FDA approved drugs associated with their medical indications enabling straightforward

nd reproducible analysis in this field. Furthermore, we were interested to use such dataset

s a small, but meaningful example of application of interactive “cloud” chemical diversity vi-

ualization [ 8 , 9 ] as an element of database’s user interface ( https://rsf-23–73–01058.github.io/

caffolds- of- the- known- drugs/ ). 

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10912740
https://github.com/RSF-23-73-01058/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs
https://rsf-23-73-01058.github.io/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs/
https://github.com/RSF-23-73-01058/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs
https://rsf-23-73-01058.github.io/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs/
https://rsf-23-73-01058.github.io/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs/
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3. Data Description 

TSV table "drugs.tsv’’ contains the main body of the data presented in this paper. This file

contains the following fields: "Parent Compound" which contains the ChEMBL ID of parent com-

pound of one or several drugs, "Preferred Name" which contains the preferred name of the

parent compound, "SMILES" which contains canonical SMILES of the parent compound, "Non-

generic scaffold SMILES" and "Generic Scaffold SMILES" which contain canonical SMILES of the

non-generic scaffold and the generic scaffold of the parent compound accordingly, "Non-generic

scaffold ID" and "Generic Scaffold ID" which contain IDs of the non-generic scaffold and the

generic scaffold of the parent compound accordingly and "MeSH Indications" which contains

MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms for the diseases that are associated with the indica-

tions that the drugs associated with the parent compound are approved for separated by "|"

symbol. 

In total the file contains 1155 records, each of which corresponds to a unique parent com-

pound. All of the parent compounds in the file correspond to 2707 drugs. The file contains 820

indications, 521 generic and 788 non-generic scaffolds. The distribution of the number of drugs

associated with a particular scaffold is given in Fig. 1 . 

Fig. 1. Distribution of amounts of drugs associated with generic and non-generic scaffolds. Notice that the y-axis scale

is logarithmic. 

The difference between generic and non-generic scaffolds is presented in Fig. 2 . These types

of scaffolds were originally presented in the work of Bemis and Murcko [1] . One contains only

connectivity of an initial molecule (generic), while the other contains information about each

individual atom and bond too (non-generic). 

File “drugs.json” contains the same information as “drugs.tsv” but without data on non-

generic scaffolds. This format may be better suited for automated processing of the extracted

data. The file contains 1155 records that are lists of values of the TSV file’s fields “Parent Com-

pound”, “Preferred Name”, “SMILES”, “Generic Scaffold ID”, “Generic Scaffold SMILES” and “MeSH

Indications” in that order. Notice, that MeSH indications in the "drugs.json” are divided by the “

| ” in comparison to the “drugs.tsv” where MeSH indications are divided by the “|” symbol. 

The results of clustering and scoring of generic scaffolds are provided as a TSV table named

“generic_scaffolds.t sv”. This file cont ains such fields as “Scaffold ID” which cont ains the pre-

viously given ID of a particular generic scaffold, “Scaffold SMILES” which contains canonical
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Fig. 2. Chemical structure of Milrinone and its scaffolds. In non-generic scaffolds hybridization and element of each 

atom along with the order of each bond are presented, whilst in generic scaffolds every atom converted to carbon and 

every bond – to a single one. 
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MILES of the scaffold, “Cluster ID” which contains the ID of the cluster the scaffold belongs

o and “Score” which contains scaffold’s score from one to ten that correspond to scaffold’s fre-

uency of occurrence among the parent compounds of the extracted drugs. In total the file con-

ains 521 records, each of which corresponds to a particular generic scaffold. 

The folder “scaffold_svg” that is compressed into the “scaffold_svg.zip” contains folders

amed from 1 to 94, each of which contains all of the SVG images of scaffolds grouped into

 cluster with an ID corresponding to a name of a folder. Also, the folder “scaffold_images” con-

ains a folder named “png” which contains images of all the generic scaffolds in PNG format.

ach image either in SVG or in PNG format is named so its name contains the depicted scaf-

old’s cluster ID, its score rounded to four digits without a decimal point and its own scaffold ID

n that order separated by underscore symbols. 

The file “scaffolds.svg” contains the depictions of all the 521 generic scaffolds in vector

ormat. The size of each scaffold is proportional to its frequency among the extracted par-

nt compounds. The scaffolds are grouped according to the results of the clustering (sim-

lar generic scaffolds are more likely to be placed together). To each entity a correspond-

ng ID is assigned. This along with the innate SVG format features allows one to use this

le as the template for the interactive applications aiming to navigate the chemical space

f known drugs. The file “index.html” integrates the content of the files “scaffolds.svg” and

drug.json” into one interactive page accessible via GitHub Pages ( https://rsf-23–73–01058.

ithub.io/scaffolds- of- the- known- drugs/ ). Users can select drug scaffolds from the “scaffolds.svg”

y clicking on their graphical representation and fetch associated information from the

drug.json” in the form of a table, which can be copied or downloaded as .xlsx or .tsv files.

nd vice versa, users can browse table created on the basis of the “drug.json”, select drug or in-

ication which interest them and highlight the corresponding scaffolds from the “scaffolds.svg”

n the interactive image. 

The file “LICENSE.md” contains the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Un-

orted License ( https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/ ). This is the license, under

hich ChEMBL data are provided. This license allows adaptation and redistribution of the data

n condition that appropriate attribution is given and that the redistribution is under the same

icense. Thus, this license regulates the further usage of the data described in this paper. 

. Experimental Design, Materials and Methods 

ChEMBL database was chosen as the main data source. ChEMBL is a large and open-access

urated database, which contains data on biological activities and chemical structures of ap-

roved drugs and investigational compounds [2] . We extracted drug related data from ChEMBL

atabase (version 33), which contains information on about fourteen thousand drugs. To extract

he data from ChEMBL we used the MySQL version of the database and PyMySQL Python pack-

ge to access the database using Python scripts. 

https://rsf-23-73-01058.github.io/scaffolds-of-the-known-drugs/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Using Python script “get_drug_data.py” we extracted 1155 parent compounds of approved or-

ganic small molecule drugs administered orally or parenterally excluding prodrugs, their canon-

ical SMILES, preferred names and indications the drugs are approved for. 

Firstly, the script takes data from the table called “DRUG_INDICATION”. If the drug is ap-

proved for the observed indication, the script stores this indication and the value of “MOL-

REGNO” field to access other tables associated with the drug. Then it takes the drug’s parent

compound’s “MOLREGNO” from the table “MOLECULE_HIERARCHY”, further analysis is referred 

to parent compound only. The script takes its ChEMBL ID and preferred name from the table

“MOLECULE_DICTIONARY” and stores it only if the parent compound is not a pro-drug, it’s or-

ganic and it’s administered orally or parenterally. Then it checks if ChEMBL contains canonical

SMILES for the parent compound of the drug, and only if it does, script adds the SMILES to pre-

viously obtained information on the parent compound, otherwise it will discard the information

on that drug. This test aims to ensure that the parent compound of the drug is a small molecule

drug. If all tests are passed by the parent compound, we end up storing indications the drugs

associated with the parent compound are approved for, the parent compound’s preferred name

and its canonical SMILES associated with the ChEMBL ID of the parent compound. We extracted

indications of the drugs as medical subject heading (MeSH) terms of diseases corresponding to

indications. 

We used the RDKit Python package of version 2023.3.2 [3] to process the chemical struc-

tures of the drugs and obtain their Bemis-Murcko scaffolds. The RDKit package is an open-source

toolkit for chemoinformatics. Scaffolds of the extracted parent compounds of the drugs were ob-

tained, enumerated and given IDs using “get_drug_data.py”. The JSON version of the table was

obtained using Python script “make_json.py”. 

Then the extracted generic scaffolds were clustered using the algorithm that was first intro-

duced by Butina et al. [10] . We used the RDKit implementation of this algorithm, scaffolds were

clustered using Tanimoto distance. Clusters were enumerated. Then each generic scaffold was

given scores from one to ten based on the frequency of occurrence among the extracted drugs.

Scoring formula is presented below. 

score( sca f f old ) =
9

(
p( sca f f old ) − max 

sca f f olds 
p( sca f f old ) 

)

max 
sca f f olds 

p( sca f f old ) − min 

sca f f olds 
p( sca f f old ) 

+ 10 (1) 

Clustering and scoring of the extracted generic scaffolds were carried out using Python script

"clustering_and_scaling.py". 

Each scaffold was drawn in the SVG format using Python script “draw_scaffolds.py”. Each

drawing was given its scaffold ID as a value of “id” attribute and its scaffold ID as a value of

“cluster” attribute. Values of “class” attribute of the SVG drawings were set as “scaffold”. The

scaling factor of each SVG drawing was obtained by multiplication of the scaffold’s score and

default scaling factor of the SVG drawer implemented in the RDKit package. Then the final image

was constructed by manually placing the scaffold drawings together using the open-source SVG

editor Inkscape ( https://inkscape.org ). Then the final SVG image was checked whether it contains

all the scaffolds using Python script “check_svg.py”. Using the Beautiful Soup 4 Python package

we collected “id” attribute values from all the “g” tags of the SVG image. These IDs correspond

to scaffold IDs, so we checked if the list of IDs from the image contains every ID from one to

521 and if length of the list is 521. The image passed this test, so we consider that it contains

all the generic scaffolds extracted. 

The interactive interface to the dataset described in this paper was created as follows:

Simple HTML page, which includes “scaffolds.svg” (written directly to the HTML document

using the < svg >< /svg > tag) and “drug.json” (as JavaScript variable) was created. Data from

“drug.json” were rendered as the table with searchable fields using the DataTables plug-in 

( https://datatables.net/ ). The ability to visually highlight, select and deselect scaffolds’ depictions

was added using Cascading Style Sheets (CSS). The synchronization of the interactive table’s

content and the list of selected scaffolds’ depictions was achieved using several jQuery-aided

https://inkscape.org
https://datatables.net/
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 https://jquery.com/ ) functions listening to the events occurring on the page due to the users’

nteraction with the interactive content. Overall styling of the page was achieved using the Boot-

trap framework ( https://getbootstrap.com/ ). 

imitations 

Firstly, we used ChEMBL of version 33, so we analyzed only drugs that are presented there.

econdly, known drugs are diverse, so many of the scaffolds are associated with only one parent

ompound, and there are more such scaffolds among non-generic scaffolds than among generic

caffolds. That’s why to provide more indicative visualization, we ended up using only generic

caffolds f or clustering and visualizing. Also, drugs are never studied for every possible indi-

ation, so the fact that the drug is not approved for a particular indication doesn’t necessarily

ean that the drug is not effective in this context. Also, prodrugs were not included in this

ataset, thus, some drug classess (antivirals, for example) may be underrepresented. 
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